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It’s all on the line now.When Halek Cain and his allies search for a new home, the exodus fleet

faces their ancient enemies right when a captured scientist unleashes deadly experiments.Alon

scout ships are drawing the exodus fleet into a trap.Two disparate civilizations must work

together to move a massive, broken down fleet into a new system while dealing with external

threats and an internal crisis. Doctor Ayers has attempted to revive an alien race through DNA

splicing, but instead of resurrecting the past, he’s created unstoppable creatures of

extraordinary power.The last Reaper and his allies have no choice but to fight against this new

enemy, protect the exodus fleet, and find a new home for thousands of displaced survivors.The

only thing that matters now is winning the right to stay alive.
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FLIGHT OF THE REAPERHalek Cain and his friends arrived in a strange system full of ship

debris to rescue the Bold Freedom, a modified freighter that they’d last seen leaving Dreadmax

with a desperate crew of survivors. After a last-ditch gamble to outsmart their pursuers and

deliver needed fuel, they learned their ultimate enemy had them dead to rights and would show

no mercy.Cain proved himself to the scavengers of Xad, united them with the exodus fleet from

Wallach, and defeated Vice Admiral Nebs and his elite team of Archangels. When it was all

said and done, Cain, Elise, and Path acquired state of the art battle armor and the people of

Xad and Wallach took over a Union stealth carrier.But it wasn’t over. They discovered a dark

secret. Nebs’s scientists were conducting dangerous research and holding Cain’s family in cryo-

sleep pods that can’t be opened. With the fate of two exodus fleets on the line, Cain must now

find a new home for thousands of people and find the codes to awaken his mother and

sister.1X-37 sounded an alert only I heard, and by heard I meant the vibrations to my cochlear

implant brought me to my knees. Everyone should have a limited artificial intelligence to ruin

their day. It’s fantastic. I climbed to my feet and placed my untasted whiskey on the little bar at

the edge of the Bright Lance observation deck. “This better be good, X.”“Doctor Jaxon Ayers is

in a state of cardiac arrest,” X-37 explained. “I believe Vice Admiral Nebs implanted nerve-ware

kill switches in all of his critical staff. Most of the high-ranking officers, special technicians, and

spies in the lower ranks have died of heart attacks within the last fifteen minutes.”I gave the

bartender a friendly wave as I pushed back from my usual spot, then strode from the room.

“Why now, X? Why not right after we took control of the ships?”“The most likely scenario is that

we have located a secret Nebs did not want us to find even if he was dead,” X-37 said.

“Eliminating key people, like Ayers, has a high probability of hiding the dead vice admiral’s

darkest secrets. It is also possible that the reset of the ship’s AI has mitigated the worst of

Nebs’s sabotage efforts.”“The doctor can’t die until I figure out what his dead boss had him on

this ship for,” I said.“He was a medical officer, Reaper Cain. The cryo-pods are one of his many

responsibilities,” X-37 said.“There’s more to it than that,” I said. “And he better not die before my

mother and sister are revived or I’ll find him in the afterlife and kill him again.”“I will place that

on your post death agenda.”“Sometimes I can’t tell if you’re joking,” I said.“It is a mystery.”“Yeah,

like I need that. Tell me more about these kill switches and why you think they’re going off now,”



I said.X-37 chattered in my ear about the sketchy and illegal experimentation Ayers had

performed before facing a court-martial on about a hundred criminal charges. My LAI trying to

be helpful without understanding my anger and frustration.I was running by the time I reached

the hallway to the medical bay. That dangerous sense of foreboding I’d felt since first seeing

the man on surveillance cameras was growing faster than I could sprint.“Reaper Cain, please

compose yourself,” X-37 demanded.Stopping at the door, I took a breath, then I let it out and

went inside.Henshaw, Tom, and Elise were standing in the emergency room over Ayers. Their

faces were pale. Most alarming of all was my speechless protege. I hadn’t thought she’d ever

run out of opinions, swear words, and tactless comments.“What’s going on, Elise?” I asked,

standing beside her to look at all the IVs and machines connected to Ayers. A team of Union

trained nurses came and went, forcing us to step back whenever they needed to check

something or adjust his meds.“He was ranting and raving, saying we couldn’t let him die

because he’d brought them back,” Elise said. A shiver passed through her. She crossed her

arms and took a step back. Henshaw looked hungry for knowledge but also terrified—not the

bedside manner I expected, even though I tried not to underestimate the man’s curiosity in all

things scientific. He had sacrificed his own eyes for his research.What a nutjob.Tom’s

expression was as grim as I’d ever seen it. Of all my crew, Tom was the most caring and—

normal. Yet he was every bit the seeker of knowledge that Henshaw was without all of the

pathological sneakery.“Did we ever figure out what Ayers was researching before they banned

it?” I asked.“Alien xenobiology and advanced cloning,” X-37 said.“I really don’t like the sound of

that, but tell me all of it, X. What do we think he was doing for Nebs?” I asked. “And why didn’t

you tell me he’s a xenobiologist and a cloning expert?”“Based on the small amount of data I

have at this time, I believe he was in fact attempting to bring back an alien race through

cloning,” X-37 said, “despite hundreds of years of failed clone projects and laws against the

practice.”“He needs to have an alien to clone one,” I said. “Did we check all of the pods?”“That

would freak me out,” Elise said, looking way more intrigued than freaked out. “Please tell me

we don’t have a box of monsters someplace on this ship.”“There are only humans in the cryo-

pods. That doesn’t prevent Doctor Ayers from having a DNA sample—from an archeological

site or something,” X-37 answered. “I must remind you we have not found Nebs’s secret vault,

despite evidence from your initial interviews with Ayers that such a place exists.”“Let’s get him

stabilized and find that vault,” I said.Elise crossed her arms as she stared into me with angry

suspicion. “When were you going to tell the rest of us about this?”I spread my arms, the model

of innocence. “I didn’t tell you?”“No. You didn’t,” Elise said, moving forward like a master

interrogator. Combined with steady eye contact, it was a good tactic. I wondered where she

had learned it. “X, didn’t I ask you to remind me to share the existence of a secret vault with

Elise…and these other characters,” I said, waving at Henshaw and Tom, hoping to divert Elise’s

attention.X-37 responded on our team channel. “You did not, Reaper Cain.” “Well anyway, I

was just about to ask all of you for your input,” I said.Elise rolled her eyes in disbelief.I pressed

onward. “X-37 believes that Nebs recruited Ayers—kidnapped might be a better word for what

transpired—to conduct some very dangerous research on this ship.”“That doesn’t surprise me,”

Elise admitted, letting go of her annoyance. The longer we knew each other, the quicker we

were to get over these types of personal slights.“I’ve had a really bad feeling since we captured

the Dark Lance,” I said.“Bright Lance,” X-37 said. “AI Mavis does not like the old name and

neither does Captain Younger.”“Whatever.” I didn’t want to argue. “Let’s divide into teams and

search the ship—room by room and data file by data file. We need answers and we need them

now.”Brion Rejon, the leader of Xad, stood with us. He wasn’t as tall as many of his people, but

he had that slender, slightly out of proportion appearance of someone who spent most of his



life in space. The man wasn’t the ultimate authority on the Bright Lance, but near enough.

Captain Cynthia Thomas Younger of Xad allowed him free reign of the ship, and her crew

respected him—which made our search of what had been the Dark Lance easier.Before us

was a blast door very similar to what protected the Archangel armories. We waited until Tom

and Henshaw arrived.“X, can you fill everybody in?” I asked.“Certainly, Reaper Cain,” X-37

said. “I have worked with ship AI Mavis to access all parts of the Bright Lance. This door,

however, has been unbreachable. Reaper Cain would like your combined assistance to gain

access.”“You brought us all here to help you steal more Reaper toys?” Henshaw asked. “Or

have you discovered this vague and mysterious threat that has you shaking in your Reaper

boots? The one you weren’t going to share with the rest of us?”“You’re free to get on your ship

and leave anytime,” I said, not in the mood to argue with a butthurt scientist.Henshaw ran one

hand through his neatly trimmed hair, diverting attention from the way his cybernetic eyes

scanned the door. The man had a simple LAI that X-37 said barely deserved the name. When

we’d met, he’d been using the technology to win at gambling on Roxo III—which had gotten

him into a lot of trouble and prompted our relationship.“I think this is where Nebs and Doctor

Ayers concealed their experiments,” I explained.“Well, that is interesting if true,” Henshaw said.

“This vault door is on its own power grid. If I were concealing a top-secret laboratory, I would

put similar security measures in place.”“I thought that might grab your attention.” I knew the

man couldn’t resist such an intellectual challenge, and that he would also seek new tools to

use against the Union. The ocular engineer and unorthodox scientist understood how to work

through dangerous situations. He was an intellectual opportunist who came at problems from

creative angles.Tom lacked formal schooling or a limited artificial intelligence but was one of

the most innovative engineers I knew. He studied new things and had a very broad base of

knowledge. Together, I was sure we could get through this seemingly impenetrable

barrier.Henshaw rubbed his chin. “Too bad we can’t have Doctor Ayers here.”“Prior to his

myocardial infraction, Doctor Jaxon Ayers stated he did not have the code,” X-37 said.“Maybe

your Reaper interrogation was too much for him. I’m not convinced Nebs put kill switches in his

people,” Henshaw said, visible lights rotating counterclockwise in his dual cybernetic eyes. “If

Nebs could do that to his people, how am I alive? I betrayed him long before we met.”“No idea.

Maybe you should have a full medical check-up. Wouldn’t want you to keel over right when I

need you for something.” I moved closer to the vault door, studying each detail, looking for

something I’d missed on previous attempts to breach it.“Perhaps a check-up would be a good

idea,” Henshaw said, his tone subdued, his eyes dimmed.Elise joined me, squatting down as

we tested the bottom seal. “Want to try the lock picks again? You probably wouldn’t get

shocked this time. And if you did, you survived the last time, right?”“You’re trying to get me to

zap myself,” I said. She shrugged and made innocent eyes. “It might work.”I faced her, keeping

my expression neutral and unreadable.“We should get more information from Ayers,” she said.

“That might be safer for you, and it also might help avoid any self-destruct mechanisms he

might have in place to keep his research out of the wrong hands.”“That would be an

outstanding idea if Doctor Ayers were available for an interview,” X-37 said. “AI Mavis informs

me he remains in serious condition.”“Can we wake him up?” I asked.“Possibly, Reaper Cain,

though it is not recommended.”“Can we… drag him down here and force him to open the

vault?”X-37 made a series of meaningless clicks. “Are you trying to kill him?”“No, X. I need

him.” Crossing my arms, I asked a serious question of my LAI. “What are those clicks, X? Are

you all right?”“Did the noises in question not convey chastisement?” X-37 asked. “My analysis

suggests this would mimic a nonverbal mannerism. I have tried such things before with mixed

results.”“You’re doing that crap on purpose?”“I am, Reaper Cain. We commonly refer it to as



communication.”I laughed. “All that time I thought you were breaking down.”“To be accurate,

there were instances of malfunction and less than optimal performance, but the combined

efforts of Henshaw, Tom, and the various ship AIs we’ve befriended since Dreadmax have

much improved my ability to assist you. AI Mavis has been helpful as of late.”“Problems?” Elise

asked, raising one eyebrow. Henshaw also watched me with interest. Not all of my conversation

with X had been shared with them.“No. I’m good. X, check with Mavis and see if we can talk

with Ayers.” “Standing around isn’t solving this little conundrum.” Elise backed away from the

vault door. “Let’s head for the hospital now.”“I’ll stay here and take measurements; maybe

compare what is in the ship schematics to what is actually here,” Tom said.“Send Path or one

of Rejon’s people down to stand guard once we relieve him from guarding Ayers.” My

impatience to get inside needed tempering, which made me glad my friends were here. They

held me back when I tried to rush things like this, and they brought a fresh perspective to

everything.“Path,” Elise said on the comm channel. “We’re coming to you now. How’s the

doctor?”“Safe,” Grigori “Path” Paavo answered. “And awake. He’s threatening to leave the

medical bay.”“Don’t let that happen,” I ordered.“We will both be here when you arrive,” Path

promised.Crew members of the Bright Lance greeted us and stepped aside as we moved

through the narrow hallways. None of them saluted, and they were back to work seconds after

each encounter.“I haven’t figured these people out,” Henshaw said. “And I consider myself an

accomplished student of human behavior.”“What is there to figure out?.” Elise asked.“My first

impression of Xad citizens was of homeless vagabonds capable of surviving in an

extraterrestrial junkyard. My second impression was of a hard-working colonists. What I’m

seeing here is a group of very formal soldiers and crewmen wearing the same tattered rags

their grandparents must have worn,” Henshaw said.“Some have new uniforms,” I said. “The

Bright Lance has recycling facilities near the hydroponics deck. Before you know it, their rags

will be good as new.”“Sure,” Henshaw argued, “but they can’t decide on the design or even

color scheme. They are half professionals—serious about tradition and formalities—and half

feral survivalists.”“Does any of that matter?” I asked, wondering what the ocular engineer was

getting at.“I’m a scientist. I observe and hypothesize explanations,” he said.“They’re a work in

progress.” My training in how to observe and analyze people was for a different reason but I’d

noticed most of the same things as Henshaw.We arrived at the medical bay, bypassing the

high security hallway that led to the cryo-pod area where my family and others were held in a

kind of stasis that was hard to look at.“The doctor is awake.” Path stepped away from Ayers as

we entered the doctor’s room.The appearances of Path and Ayers were as different as they

could be. The sword saint had crazy hair, wild clothing, and eyes as serene as still water.

Doctor Jaxon Ayers wore a perfectly maintained jumpsuit and had neatly trimmed gray hair, but

his eyes were as crazy as a Tagron beast of Xad in an arena fight. A cumbersome medical

bracelet on his wrist allowed the medical staff to keep tabs on his health.“Are you going

somewhere, doc?” I asked.“Am I a prisoner?”“As a matter of fact, you are. Can you believe this

guy, X?” I asked.X-37 didn’t answer. Elise and Henshaw flanked Doctor Ayers but held back

from the conversation—watching and listening for the right moment to join in.“What do you

want, Reaper?” Ayers asked.“We found the vault. I want in.”“I told your LAI I have no more

codes, for cryo-pods or anything else.” Sitting on the edge of the bed now, he looked pale but

determined.“What’s inside that door?” I placed one hand on his shoulder. He shivered at my

touch. I sensed Elise and Henshaw shifting foot to foot, probably wanting to interrupt with their

own questions before I scared the man into not talking. What they didn’t understand was that it

was more difficult to lie during physical contact.“Nebs ordered me to end my research,” Ayers

said. “I did everything he wanted, fixed all of his problems, did my job perfectly. All I wanted was



to test my theories.”“What theories?” I demanded. My friends relaxed slightly, evaluating every

word, movement, and hesitation of Ayers.“It would be easier to show you,” he said.“Agreed, but

you don’t have the codes to open the cryo-pods or secret vaults or anything else.” I crossed my

arms, making sure my cybernetic arm was on top.He looked at his feet, hugging himself as he

rocked back and forth on the edge of his hospital bed. A bead of sweat broke on his

forehead.“I’m not an idiot, Reaper. I knew better than to trust Nebs, so I hid the codes to the

research vault on a planet called Macabre. If you can take me there, I can introduce you to the

first round of test subjects, recover the secrets within the vault, and change our understanding

of the galaxy forever,” he said. “I also stashed back-up codes for the cryo-pods.”“Why

Macabre?” I asked. “What is there that makes it a good place to hide things?”“Your heart rate is

entering fight mode,” X-37 said. “Proceed with caution, Reaper Cain.”“There are sections of the

galaxy non-human aliens of incredible knowledge and power once ruled. Maybe they had their

own exodus—just like your precious Xad and Wallach coalition—but some of them died first. I

found viable examples of their DNA in an archeological site on Macabre and brought them

back,” Ayers said, a sly grin forming as he spoke. “After a fashion.”2No one spoke. No one

moved. No one wanted to drag Doctor Jaxon Ayers into an interrogation room right now and

squeeze him for information more than I did. Ventilation and other sounds I normally ignored

roared in my ears as adrenaline flooded my system. Even X-37 was at a loss for words.“You

built your own aliens?” I asked.Ayers must have sensed my mood, because his grin vanished.

“What are you afraid of, Reaper? That they might be better than us? Are you worried humans

aren’t meant to rule the galaxy? Maybe they even have a replacement for someone with your

unique skills.”“We need to put him someplace secure, or increase the guards of this section,”

Elise said.“Agreed,” I said. “X, call the on duty medical supervisor and get us cleared to move

him.”“Right away, Reaper Cain.”Moments later, Doctor Samantha Xeres marched into the room.

She froze me with her gaze. Behind her came an army of nurses, orderlies, and two

guards.“Good evening, Doctor,” I said.“What is the meaning of this?” she demanded.I held up

both hands. “It’s not what it looks like. I’ll respect your decision, but I also need to put him in the

brig for security reasons.”Rejon and a squad of his soldiers arrived in the hallway. “AI Mavis

alerted us there may be a problem. Can we be of assistance?”Xeres looked at Rejon and his

men, then crossed her arms as she stepped toward me. “What security reason?”“We may have

located some illegal research Ayers was trying to hide,” I said. “The entire ship could be in

danger.”“Everything is a danger to the ship for you security types. I’d hoped this would be better

than working for that tyrant Nebs,” Xeres said, motioning for her assistant to check Ayers and

the man’s medical wrist monitor. “But I will admit that Ayers has basically recovered from his

incident. If you will please wait in the hallway, we will prepare him for a transfer to the brig. The

medical monitor must stay here, so we need to be sure he’s eligible to be released.”“Thanks,

Doc,” I said.She stepped close. “I know what the man was into, but he is still a patient. I don’t

have to like him to care for him.”“What do you know about what he was into?” I asked, voice

low enough that it was just me, her, and X-37 in the conversation.Xeres didn’t hide her

annoyance. “I don’t know the details. Several of his volunteers had to be admitted to the

emergency room after his experiments.”“Where are they now?” I wanted to hear her answer,

even though I had a good idea what it would be.Her expression hardened. She held my gaze

like I wasn’t a Reaper but someone she was ready to battle. “They died of heart attacks, which

I assumed was something he did.” She nodded at Ayers. “Now I know whatever is happening is

even worse.”“Would you be willing to share medical histories of the patients?” I knew what her

answer would be.“Why did you even ask that question, Reaper Cain?” X-37 asked.I ignored my

LAI and Xeres couldn’t hear the question.“You know I can’t do that,” Xeres said. “But I can



discharge this patient. He will need checkups. Also, Reaper, you and your people should be

ready to submit to a complete medical examination. You can’t avoid my staff forever.”“No

problem,” I said. “X, mark that on my agenda.”“Already done, Reaper Cain.”“It must be nice to

have an LAI,” Doctor Xeres said.“You’re not convinced the recent deaths are because of Nebs,”

I said.“An astute observation, Reaper,” she said. “I’ll need to watch what I say around you.

Please remember that every life on this ship, and in this fleet, matters to our long-term

survival.”X-37 located Bug and explained I wanted him to start spying on Ayers as soon as he

could hack into the security cameras. Two guards, one Union turncoat who knew his way

around the ship, and one Xad soldier led the way to the brig. “Do you gentlemen have names?”

I asked.“I am Corporal Orson Day, formerly of the Union.”“Soldier, First Class Amon Ben of

Xad.”“Path and Elise, you’re with them. The rest of Rejon’s soldiers can be our rear guard in

case Ayers has confederates waiting to liberate him when we move.”“None of that is

necessary,” Ayers insisted. “Where would I find confederates among these dredges?”“Be quiet,

Ayers,” Henshaw said. “Security isn’t my specialty but I’m with the Reaper on this.”I leaned

close enough to Henshaw to lift a cigar and a lighter from his jumpsuit pocket. “Keep your eyes

open. Watch the doctor. Tell me if you think he’s up to something.”Henshaw stood a little

straighter. “Certainly, Reaper.”“You are being ridiculous,” Ayers said. “Not even Nebs treated me

like this. I’m not a prisoner.”“You are a prisoner, Doc. Get used to it,” I said. “Give me a second,

then we’re moving.”Rejon took me by the arm. “You have my soldiers for as long as you need

them, but I want to visit some of my people while I’m here. Some will never recover from the

battle to take this ship.”“Thanks, Rejon. I wish it had been easier,” I said.“It is what it must be,”

he said. “Please keep me informed. I do not trust Doctor Ayers.”We moved out, creating more

of a spectacle than I had planned. Prisoner transfers weren’t something I had prepared my

team to handle. This was on-the-job training but at least we had Xad soldiers for support. Crew

men and women—polite and serious, as most Xad workers were—gave us room as we moved

from one hallway to the next.I’d come a long way since Dreadmax. Now I had a prisoner.“This

is for your safety as much as ours,” I said.Ayers didn’t agree. “I see what is happening. You’re

angry about the cryo-pods. That wasn’t my decision. I didn’t even put them there. Technicians

did that, and all I did…”“What’s the matter, Doc, Reaper got your tongue?” I asked. “What did

you do that the technicians couldn’t—set the codes that keep them as frozen prisoners?”Ayers

looked at his feet as he walked. “Nebs forced me to do it.”“Don’t lie. I bet there wasn’t that much

coercion. He promised to fund your research, and you did whatever he asked. What do you

think the penalty should be for a man who froze a Reaper’s family? Rule one, don’t mess with a

man’s mother. Rule two, don’t go near his little sister.”“She is a very capable adult,” he said.“Still

my little sister,” I said, genuine anger heating my words. “That is just like an ignorant trigger

man to oversimplify a complex set of circumstances.” His expression was resentful, but it also

concealed something. “You’re just a killer with no thoughts for building a better future.”“Is that

what you’re doing?” I asked, doubting altruism was a primary motivator for Ayers.“Humans

must embrace other sentient forces in the universe,” he argued.“What if we’re alone?” I asked,

knowing my question would goad him into talking. Hopefully, it wouldn’t give him another heart

attack.“I have nothing to prove to you,” Ayers countered. “You will accept the truth or you won’t.

Either way, people like you are irrelevant to the future of humanity.”“We’ll see,” I said, watching

him.He quit talking. Every instinct warned me this conversation wasn’t over.No one

accustomed to playing high level Union politics and intrigue gave up this easily. He was

planning something—an escape, sabotage, or a direct attack. “You’re a smart man, Ayers,” I

said, unleashing a cigar from my pocket and firing it up with a minimum of extra movements.

Sleight of hand could be practiced a hundred different ways, and this was one of my favorites—



invisible movements ending in a flourish of smoky goodness.“The smartest you’ll ever meet,”

Doctor Ayers responded.“Can you believe this guy, X?” I asked.“His arrogance is unmatched.

He does not seem to fear pain or death,” X-37 said. “My analysis suggests this will cause a

problem with your future interrogation efforts.”“It’s so quaint when the over muscled killer has to

ask his LAI for help,” Ayers said. “It’s a definite limitation of humans.”Instead of responding to

his jab, I took a long pull from my cigar, breathing in the smoke and relaxing as the nicotine hit

my system.The man was fearless, despite his propensity for fidgeting and backing away when I

got angry. It was hard to blame him for that; it was about the smartest thing he’d done since we

met.Some of his behaviors made him look unsure, frightened, or ruled by nervous energy. I

saw through his act. X-37 had explained that some of the man’s eccentricities might be the

result of neurological trauma he’d experienced over the years. I just thought he was a sneaky,

double-dealing bastard.We reached the brig and passed through security, double checking

Ayers for concealed weapons or other hidden devices before locking him in a cell. I instructed

the detention supervisor to monitor Ayers and be aware he had just come from the medical

bay.Bug whispered in my ear. “I’ve got eyes on this weird old man. How long do I have to watch

him?”“Indefinitely,” X-37 answered for me. “You do not need to whisper. No one can hear you

but Reaper Cain.”“And you, right? Don’t sell yourself short, X. You’re pretty awesome,” Bug

said, too loudly this time.“Thank you, Bug. That is a nice thing to say, if totally unnecessary,”

X-37 responded.I gave my LAI a hand signal to shut down the conversation for now.The rest of

our escort returned to their regular duties. I noticed that each Union turncoat had a Xad partner

—Corporal Orson Day and Soldier, First Class, Amon Ben being an example. It was a simple

first step to integration that might work—or go horribly wrong, depending on the various levels

of culture shock they were experiencing.“What now?” Elise asked.“We let him sit for a while

while we compare notes,” I said. “Let’s hit the gym and grab some food.”X-37 and I had a

private conversation while Elise and Henshaw were reviewing security footage in the next

room. I could see them through the monitor and guessed they would be a few moments.“The

man is a hot mess,” I said. “Ideally, I would have a lot more background information to go on

before we began. I think he’s a typical scientist, a one trick con artist only concerned about his

research. Those types are easy to intimidate but I’m never sure if he’s scared of me or just

playing a role.”“I believe many of his behavioral inconsistencies are products of his

experimentation. The man, much like James Henshaw, has served as his own test subject

more than once,” X-37 said.“You think he’s like Henshaw?” The thought had occurred to me

more than once. Both men had worked for Vice Admiral Nebs and both had conducted plenty

of illegal research.“Not precisely, Reaper Cain,” X-37 said. “My recommendation is to base your

evaluation of Doctor Ayers on direct evidence only.”“Noted.” It had taken me a long time to trust

Henshaw. “I doubt I will ever trust Ayers.” X-37 continued the analysis. “There is plenty of direct

evidence that he helped imprison your mother and sister, and that he believes he can bring

back an alien race we know nothing about. There is no evidence that he understands human

psychology, sociology, or politics as much as he thinks he does. For Doctor Ayers, the only

worthwhile goal is resurrecting a lost, intergalactic civilization.”“Maybe we should force him to

watch some alien invasion holos or read some of that pulp fiction Tom devours between

technical manuals,” I said. “Then maybe he would stop and think about how wrong his

experiments could go.”I took a moment to clear my head before entering the cell. “I want you to

watch and listen, maybe take notes. If you have a question or observation that is important,

have X-37 relay it to me.”Elise and Henshaw nodded, then went to the observation room. When

I stepped inside the cell, Doctor Ayers was ready for me.He maintained a perfect jumpsuit, the

remnants of a uniform from when he had been in Nebs’s good graces. His hair was neat, his



fingernails trimmed, and his posture schoolboy perfect.But his eyes looked too many places,

and he often seemed to stare at something far in the distance. Even when he was talking to

somebody as dangerous as me.He was skilled at this game, resisting interrogation. I removed

a stogie from my jacket and took my time nursing it to life. The room was dimly lit except for a

circle of harsh light around the two of us. Nebs had kept all the cells prepped for interrogation.

The environment almost made me uneasy, and I was definitely a person most rational people

feared.Exhaling smoke, I leaned back. I wasn’t trying to breathe it in his face. That was cliché,

an amateur tactic better left in holo vids. I wasn’t trying to intimidate him, or gag him, or

whatever.There were a lot more tools in my toolbox than that.“It’s been a long time since I was

with the Reaper Corps,” I said.He nodded, focused on me now and listening intently. I wasn’t

sure if it was something I said, or just the distracted thought process for a man thinking such

big, crazy thoughts.Either way, we were almost talking like normal people. “You are going to

awaken my mother and sister, ensure their safety, and help me protect the people of this fleet,”

I said.“That is acceptable and necessary,” he answered. “I appreciate the fact that you have not

threatened me this time. As long as I can pursue my research, I will do anything you ask.”“I

need you to be a little more specific on what that research is about,” I said. Every time we

broached the subject, my gut tightened, and I felt a sense of dread.“The universe is large,” he

said. “Humans are not the only sentient life that exists. In this galaxy—or the next—there are

wonders you can’t imagine.”“Show me some evidence,” I said.The smile he gave me was

unnerving. “We’ve been through this before. And I’m sure your limited artificial intelligence has

briefed you on all the applicable theories regarding sentient, nonhuman life-forms that must

exist.”“Yeah, I’ve been reading all the conspiracy theories from crazy people like you,” I

said.This didn’t offend him. He smiled and nodded as though he expected my reaction.“I will

never trust you, Ayers,” I said.“That is not a commodity I require. If I need you to believe in

something, I will prove its existence,” he said.“When?”He held my gaze. “Soon.”3I’d seen a fleet

assemble before, but not like this. This wasn’t a Union armada on its way to destroy enemies

and conquer new worlds, this was a ragtag collection of transports and out-of-date warships

moving people toward hope.The exceptions were the Nightmare and the Bright Lance. It was

these state-of-the-art Union stealth ships, carrier-class vessels designed for long-range

missions, that would give us a fighting chance if we were attacked.I spent most of my time on

the Bright Lance of Xad. That’s where my mother and sister were still in cryo-pods. The

Jellybird and some of my best friends—people I didn’t deserve to know—stayed close and

ready to take me where I needed to go within the fleet.As a Reaper, I felt like I was semi-

retired, not having a mission that involved violence, interrogation, or secrecy. That was best for

everyone, but I was bored as hell. My intellectual dueling with Doctor Ayers only relieved part of

my restlessness.“You can’t smoke on the bridge,” said Cynthia Thomas Younger of Xad, the

captain of the Bright Lance. “I shouldn’t have to tell you that, Reaper.”I held the cigar ready but

didn’t light it, while towering over her, shrugging. “Sorry. You’re right. Rules are rules.”She was a

small woman, and I was a big man. X-37 advised me many times not to think this meant

anything in terms of absolute power.She possessed a lot of it. Brion Rejon, the leader of Xad,

appointed her with the approval of the Xad Council. She’d taken command of the Bright Lance

and made sweeping changes. Everyone seemed to like her firm but fair style. Even some

Union turncoats took oaths to follow her orders—and were paired with capable soldiers loyal to

Younger until they were vetted. The woman was the polar opposite of Vice Admiral Nebs, the

man who led this fleet out here where we defeated him.Captain Younger stepped away from

me then faced the main holo display. “XO, are the fleets aligned?”Commander Bernard Gile

shifted uncomfortably in his uniform that lacked patches or rank insignia. The people of Xad,



including their military, had been scavengers for hundreds of years. Repurposed items were

commonplace. This uniform, by contrast, was fresh out of the ship’s fabric recycler and was stiff

with newness.Commander Gile was fit and very young for his rank. I was skeptical of him and

many other Xad fleet officers. Rejon explained they were a special class—individuals dedicated

to learning ship operations from simulators and the few functioning large vessels they cobbled

together over the years. Basically, they grew up on holo games, rigorous schooling, and military

discipline. Xad Star was a dangerous system, a forgotten nexus of slip tunnels where hostile

forces converged to gain resources and subjugate anyone who opposed them. It hadn’t just

been the Union. There were other dangers in the galaxy, including the Alon—enemies to both

the people of the Xad and Wallach systems.Gile was a very serious, very professional young

man. “Yes, Captain, the fleets are aligned perfectly. It took a great deal of negotiation with the

Wallach ship drivers, but we managed.”Captain Younger nodded with her arms crossed, aware

of all that had transpired but wishing for her young protégé to articulate his report. “They do

things differently, don’t they?”“Yes, Captain,” Gile said. “In time, we can teach them all the

secrets of surviving in space.”I watched them and the other bridge crew officer discuss ship

order, slip tunnel approach, and standard operating procedures.“Are you bored, Reaper Cain?”

X-37 asked.“Yeah. You can tell that?” I asked.“You know that I can,” my LAI said. “It would be an

insult to my very existence if I lacked the ability to monitor your moods, and if I could take

offense I would. Would you like me to reactivate my hurt feelings simulator protocol?”“No,

unless it’s necessary for your overall functioning and interaction with humans,” I said, cringing

at the memory of that LAI experiment.The limited artificial intelligence was woven into my

nerve-ware at a molecular level. He could communicate with me privately, or use various

methods to speak to my friends on a public channel. I upgraded his software whenever

possible, which these days meant the LAI constantly worked with Jelly or Henshaw to improve

his efficiency. The AI of the Bright Lance, Mavis, was also proving to be more helpful than her

counterpart on the Nightmare, Necron. The system resets that came after Nebs died affected

each of the ships differently.“Why are you standing here, Reaper Cain?” X-37 asked.I exhaled

roughly, aware that this was something Elise and others often took as a warning sign I was in a

mood. I hadn’t realized I was anything but bored. “For starters, I’m frustrated that we haven’t

figured out the cryo-prisons yet. You’re the one that keeps telling me I can’t sleep on the floor of

the medical bay where they are keeping my family.”“Sleeping on the floor is bad for your back

and the foldout cot is too short,” X-37 said. “I suggest you spend more time training with Elise

and take better care of yourself.”“All she does is attempt to integrate her Archangel armor with

her micro-fighter,” I said.“Or perhaps you might arrange a meeting with Tom on the observation

deck for whiskey and cigar time,” X-37 suggested, ignoring my arguments.“He hasn’t stopped

working since we launched the Xad fleet,” I pointed out.“Then spar with Path and improve your

blade skills,” X-37 offered, as patient as a machine.I looked at the ceiling with just my eyes, an

expression I needed to stop doing around Elise, because she always called me out on it—

usually with a sharp suggestion to act my age and stop stealing her teenage thunder. “I’m tired

of getting hit on the head, X. Are you trying to get me knocked unconscious?”“You have an

11.3% chance of rendering yourself unconscious despite the fact that we are not on a mission,”

X-37 said. “I ran this figure several times to be sure. I suspect there may be an error in my

calculation, as I did not account for inebriation, only blunt force trauma from training or

fighting.”The activity on the bridge of the Bright Lance focused to a single moment. Brion

Rejon, Leader of Xad, entered and took his place near Captain Younger.“We are ready to

begin the slip tunnel transit,” she said. “This is a momentous day. What will be our

destination?”“Hail the Spirit of Wallach,” Rejon ordered.“We have a connection, sir,”



Commander Gile said.President Amanda Coronas of Wallach came into view, looking as

presidential as ever. It had been a while since I’d seen her in person. The memory made me

smile. I had smoked a cigar in her palace, which tradition required her to reciprocate. This was

a big deal on Wallach—exploding through their social networks like the scandal of the

decade.All the leaders made appropriate greetings, observing formalities necessary between

the two leaders.“It seems like it’s been a long time, Halek Cain,” Coronas said. “My advisors

have informed me that you wish to go to a location identified as Macabre.”All of this had

already been discussed ad nauseum. Everyone knew where we were going. I was getting tired

of the dog and pony show but liked Coronas too much to give her a hard time. “Going there will

be the best thing for the fleet.”Coronas consulted her officers and advisors before turning back

to me. “Very well, Reaper. We’ll plot a course based on the minimal information we have in this

region of the galaxy.”“Thanks, Mrs. President,” I said, then gave them some space.“I would feel

much better about this if you were scouting the slip tunnel with the Jellybird,” X-37 said.“They

need to do it themselves,” I said. “That’s not my job.”“Of course not,” X-37 said.“Don’t start with

me, X.”“I wouldn’t dream of it, Reaper Cain. However, I must point out that many lives are at

stake,” X-37 said.I knew what my digital friend was getting at. The leaders of both peoples had

offered me jobs, a combination of scout, guardian, and mentor role with full honor, pay, and

benefits—something I hadn’t thought about for a very long time.The situation was surreal. Not

once did they imply that they might need me to fix a problem my actual training had prepared

me for. They were treating me like a normal soldier, not a cybernetically enhanced freak that

was only good at one thing.
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David E., “Alien-human hybrids say what!!!!?????. Cain and crew need to visit Macabre to get

the codes to revive his mum and sister from cryofreeze. However Macabre is a volcanic planet

of molten lava. A satellite in orbit will call a submersible to to the surface to allow them to get

the codes. Dr. Ayers is taken along too. Once they have the codes, Cain is reunited with his

family and the hidden Doorway can be opened only to reveal cryopreserved alien-human

hybrids of varying degrees including Biggs! Can Dr. Ayers be trusted (do birds back fly?!)?

What will happen if the hybrids get out?”

Jax, “Difficult to put down!. I’m basically finishing a book every day or two, it’s an enjoyable read

with great characters and varied action solutions. The ideal book for fast readers! This book

series would make a brilliant movie series! One can ignore the occasional odd grammar or

missing words because the story makes up for it!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “We're back on the path again.. Cain , Elise, Path, and Tom have teamed

up with the Xad's and the Wallach's to find a new home. If course going through the slipstream

can be dangerous. Not counting running into planet's that are dangerous to life forms. Plus they

open the hidden doors that hide Neb's fantastic creatures. And Cain has found and awakened

his mother and sister.Read and enjoy!”

dennis barron, “Death of the Reaper J.N. Chaney. Halek Cain is a reaper. The last one. A true

fighting machine. But he has a soft side, for his friends. He tries to hide it, but it surfaced on a

daily basis. Cain and his crew are searching for a new home. He has new allies, but now they

are fighting against a scientist who has created demonic monsters from humans. Ultimate

fighting machines.This is an extremely fast paced action thriller. Enjoyed immensely!”

Muriel (M. Garnet - Author), “No one stops this Reaper or me from reading these books. This is

one of a series and what a great group. The two authors have created great characters as well

as mysteries and tough battles for the killer hero to fight his way through each time. It is worth

the 5 stars and your time to get into these books. This one did not let me down. Great SciFi

read.”

RicharH, “Great story. I really like the characters and their continued development. The grow

and change in a normal way as the series continues. All the stories have been well written and

laid out. Of course, Halek continues to add more responsibilities than he solves or can

delegate. Poor guy, being a leader is a load on a person. At least he has good help. Can't wait

for the next installment.”

J Krug, “This was good. I really enjoyed this book and am enjoying this series.I think the main

character was too trusting of the character who escaped and caused problems, but if he was

not, the story would not have been as interesting.  So it works out. ”

Wander, “GREAT STORY!. Another excellent story in the Halek Cain series. I love the



characters and the story just keeps getting better and better. I would highly recommend the

whole series, but you can read this as a stand alone book as well. It is good.”

Meenaz Lodhi, “Totally immersive!. “On a ship, the captain is the king and admirals are their

deities.”I can’t get enough of this series! An action packed thriller with a great tale that will keep

readers invested in these characters and leave them wanting more. A wonderful, personal and

emotive premise, with complete inter-action between new characters from the newly appointed

exodus. The Reaper is no longer alone, and has more to worry about!Emotional scenes and

shocking revelations, horrifying discoveries, an over zealous and sneaky scientist, deadly

experiments..Truly engrossing! Read it in one day, so immersive a story! Can’t wait to read Will

of The Reaper #7!”
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